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The highest (5000 m) and fastest (17 peta- 

operations/second) computer ever used at an 

astronomical site � the ALMA Correlator.  
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The ALMA Correlator: Performance and  

Science Impact in the Millimetre/Submillimetre

Alain Baudry1 2

1 University of Bordeaux, LAB, France
2�$TQNOD@M� +, �/QNIDBS�.EjBD��$2.

The basic properties of digital corre-

lation are introduced and the main 

blocks that form the correlator system 

designed for the ALMA main array are 

described. Some technical challenges 

and the performance of this system  

are presented, together with examples 

of observational modes, total band-

widths and spectral resolutions. The 

KLJK�;H[LELOLW\�RI�WKH�$/0$�FRUUHODWRU�LV�

emphasised and its ability to bring  

new data in molecular line or continuum 

astrophysics projects is discussed.

ALMA signal processing and correlation 

The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillim-
eter Array (ALMA), under construction  
@S�SGD������LDSQD�GHFG�@KSHOK@MN�NE�MNQSG -
ern Chile, will explore the Universe in  
the millimetre/submillimetre wave range 
up to 1 THz (300 micrometres). With  
@M�HLOQDRRHUD�BNKKDBSHMF�@QD@�NE����
����
large antennas moveable over an area 
EQNL�@ANTS�����L�SN�LNQD�SG@M����JL�HM�
diameter, ALMA offers an unprecedented 
angular resolution and imaging capability 
(see Haupt & Rykaczewski, 2007). The  
��
��TO�SN��������LDSQD�@MSDMM@R�ENQL�
the ALMA main array; four 12-metre and 
twelve 7-metre antennas form the ALMA 
Compact Array (ACA). The radio waves, 
once they have been captured with the 
ALMA antennas, are converted into  
low frequency signals (while preserving  
the phase information of the incoming 
V@UDR���CHFHSHRDC�HM�RODBHjB�LNCTKDR�@MC�
jM@KKX�BNLAHMDC�HM�@�K@QFD�CHFHS@K�L@��
chine, named the correlator. The digital 
correlator is the system combining the 
outputs of all antennas, as selected in the 
array, to detect the astronomical source 
power by measuring the cross-correlation 
BNDEjBHDMSR�NE�@KK�@MSDMM@�O@HQR�HM�@CCH -
SHNM�SN�SGD�@TSN�BNQQDK@SHNM�BNDEjBHDMSR�NE�
D@BG�@MSDMM@�%QNL�SGDRD�BNDEjBHDMSR��
and by further processing of the data, 
images of the astronomical sources are 
obtained. In mathematical terms the 
source image is directly related to the 
Fourier transform in the spatial frequency 

domain of the cross-correlation functions 
(or the interferometer complex visibilities). 
Moreover, time offsets or time lags are 
easily implemented in digital systems and 
thus the spectral information contained  
in the observed sources is also available 
from a digital correlator; the correlation lag 
functions and the astronomical spectra 
are related by a time/frequency Fourier 
transform. 

There are two main correlator architec-
tures: (a) the XF architecture where  
the X-part (cross- or auto-correlation part) 
HR�ODQENQLDC�jQRS�@MC�SGD�%NTQHDQ�SQ@MR -
form (F-part) is applied at a later stage to 
analyse the source spectral properties; 
(b) the FX architecture where the Fourier 
SQ@MRENQL�HR�ODQENQLDC�jQRS�(M�SDQLR� 
of signal processing the XF or FX 
ap proaches are equivalent. ALMA has 
adopted two different types of correlator. 
One FX correlator constructed by a  
Jap anese team processes the signals col-
lected by 16 antennas of the ACA. The 
second correlator, constructed by an 
-1 .�$TQNOD@M�fHMSDFQ@SDC�SD@Lt��OQNB -
esses up to 64 ALMA antennas. It is a 
GHFGKX�kDWHAKD�f#HFHS@K�GXAQHC�7%t�CDRHFM� 
in which the 2 GHz input baseband  
is digitally split into several sub-bands to 
enhance the spectral resolution, a con-
BDOS�jQRS�OQNONRDC�HM�SGD�$TQNOD@M�2DB -
ond Generation Correlator (2GC) study. 
The Digital Hybrid XF correlator now 
merges the main ideas from the initial 
NRAO parallel array XF architecture with 
the frequency division scheme of the 
2GC study. More generally, it is important 
SN�RSQDRR�SG@S�CHFHS@K�jKSDQHMF�OQNBDRRHMF�
offers great advantages with respect  
to analogue signal processing: reproduc-
ibility of performance, stability with 
respect to temperature drifts, easier cali-
AQ@SHNM�@MC�GHFGDQ�kDWHAHKSX

2ODBHjB@SHNMR�@MC�@QBGHSDBSTQD

The hardware sub-systems, in which the 
CHFHS@K�jKSDQHMF�@MC�BNQQDK@SHNM�ETMBSHNMR�
have been implemented for the ALMA 
L@HM�@QQ@X�@MC�SGD�@RRNBH@SDC�jQLV@QD��
form what is referred to as the ALMA 
A@RDKHMD�BNQQDK@SNQ�RXRSDL��RDD�RODBHjB@ -
tions in Table 1). 

The ALMA correlator designers have 
faced two major challenges, driven by  
the main science goals in the millimetre 
and submillimetre: (a) process a broad 
signal bandwidth of 16 GHz (8 GHz per 
polarisation) from each of 64 antennas 
(each antenna provides 96 Gbits/s);  
(b) extract from the input band various 
RODBSQ@K�VHMCNVR�@MC�OQNUHCD�kDWHAKD�
spectral resolutions. Figure 1, adapted 
EQNL�$RBNEjDQ�DS�@K���������OQDRDMSR� 
the baseline correlator system schemati-
B@KKX�3GHR�HMBKTCDR�fBNQQDK@SNQ�RS@SHNM�
DKDBSQNMHBRt�AN@QCR�OQNBDRRHMF�SGD�CHFH -
tised data streams from each antenna  
HM�SGD�@QQ@X�@MC�fBNQQDK@SNQ�A@RDKHMD�DKDB -
SQNMHBRt�AN@QCR�OQNUHCHMF�SGD�HMSDQEDQN -
metric cross-products from up to 2016 
independent antenna pair combinations 
(for 64 antennas). 

6D�AQHDkX�CDRBQHAD�ADKNV�RNLD�NE�SGD�
main parts of the ALMA correlator and 
refer to the main blocks in Figure 1: 

Filtering: After digitisation and time 
demultiplexing of the antenna signals for 
each baseband, frequency division is 
accomplished in the Tunable Filter Bank 
(TFB) boards placed in the station  
electronics racks. These boards divide 
the 2 GHz baseband into 32 frequency-
LNAHKD�RTA�A@MCR�NE�����,'Y�$@BG�
sub-band is independently processed, 
assigned to one of the 32 correlator 

Table 1.�,@HM�SNO�KDUDK�RODBHjB@SHNMR�NE�SGD� +, �
baseline correlator

Item

Antennas

Baseband inputs per antenna

Input sample format

Output correlation sample format

Processing rate

Spectral points per baseband (Frequency Division Mode)

Spectral points per baseband (Time Division Mode)

Polarisation products

6SHFL:FDWLRQ�

Up to 64 (up to 2016 interferometric baselines)

8 x 2 GHz

3-bit, 8-level at 4 Gsample/s

2-bit, 4-level or 4-bit, 16-level

����,'Y

Up to 8192 per correlator quadrant

��������NQ�����ODQ�BNQQDK@SNQ�PT@CQ@MS

1, 2 or 4
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fOK@MDRt��RDD�ADKNV��@MC�SGD�QDRTKSHMF�
spectra are later stitched together to  
ENQL�@�jM@K�RODBSQTL�VHSG����SHLDR�LNQD�
spectral channels across the original 
baseband. Distributing the correlator 
plane resources to fewer than 32 digital  
jKSDQR�M@QQNVR�SGD�HMOTS�A@MCVHCSG� 
and increases the spectral resolution. The 
����,'Y�RTA�A@MC�HR�DWSQ@BSDC�EQNL� 
��&'Y�HM�@�SGQDD�RS@FD�CHFHS@K�jKSDQ�RSQTB -
ture implemented in a programmable 
logic device (or Field Programmable Gate 
Array, FPGA). The last stage determines 
SGD�jM@K�jKSDQ�RTA�A@MC�BG@Q@BSDQHRSHBR�
and enables the bandwidth to be further 
M@QQNVDC�SN������,'Y�AX�CNVMKN@CHMF�  
@�RODBHjB�RDS�NE�OQD�B@KBTK@SDC�CHFHS@K�
weights.

Correlation: All independent cross- 
products for all 64 antennas are derived 
from the 32 correlator planes of the  
baseline electronics boards (see Correla-
tor Array in Figure 1, lower). A correlator 
plane is a 64 x 64 matrix formed by  
four printed circuit boards, each with sev-
DQ@K�@RRDLAKDC�RODBHjB�HMSDFQ@SDC� 
circuits (the correlator chips) in which the 

signal is multiplied by its time- (or lag-) 
shifted version to derive the correlation 
BNDEjBHDMSR�$@BG�A@RHB�����K@F�BHQBTHS�HM�
a single correlator chip is driven by the 
two polarisation signals sent from each 
receiver band and there is the further 
ability to address fewer lag blocks in the 
chip to support double polarisation 
modes or a full Stokes parameter analy-
sis of the incoming waves.

Two other system aspects are critical: 
signal digitisation and data transmission 
from station electronics to correlator 
board electronics. Prior to digital correla-
tion, the analogue baseband signals  
are converted to digital samples in a digi-
SHRDQ�LNCTKD�RODBHjB@KKX�CDRHFMDC�ENQ�
ALMA. These modules, plugged into the 
antenna digital racks, are not part of  
the correlator system, but their reliability 
@MC�DEjBHDMBX�@QD�DRRDMSH@K�HM�SGD�RHFM@K�
processing chain. The data encoding  
is made on 3 bits and corresponds to a 
SGDNQDSHB@K�����BNQ�QDK@SHNM�DEjBHDMBX�
Because the ALMA correlator cannot 
process the data at the 4 GHz sampling 
rate (for 2 GHz input baseband), the  

Figure 1. Block diagram of the ALMA 64-antenna 
correlator showing the main components of the cor-
relator antenna and correlator baseline electronics 
�@C@OSDC�EQNL�$RBNEjDQ�DS�@K��������3GD�CHFHSHRDQ�
and data transmitter boards at the antennas are also 
RGNVM�3GD�CHFHSHRDC�C@S@�kNV�HR�B@QQHDC�SN�SGD�BNQ -
QDK@SNQ�RXRSDL�AX�NOSHB@K�jAQDR

digitiser also in  cludes a time-demultiplexed 
RS@FD�BNMRHRSDMS�VHSG�SGD���������,'Y�
clock rates. The correlator system is  
a synchronous machine with a very large 
MTLADQ�NE�jKSDQ�@MC�BNQQDK@SNQ�AN@QCR�
(1024) in many racks that makes data 
SQ@MR�LHRRHNM�@�CHEjBTKS�OQNAKDL�3GD�
processing clock rate in all racks is at  
����,'Y��ATS�SGD�RS@SHNM�Q@BJ�SN�BNQQDK@ -
tor rack communication system involves 
������B@AKDR�VNQJHMF�@S�����,'Y�3GD�
output phases of these cables are re -
motely controlled and adjusted at the link 
frequency for error-free data transmission. 

The correlator system is basically 
or ganised by quadrants, each quadrant 
processing one baseband pair, to 
accommodate four baseband pairs for 
two polarisations per antenna. This  
architecture makes it possible to enhance 
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the total bandwidth, if that were to  
be required, by adding another quadrant. 
Figure 2 shows the schematic layout  
of a single correlator quadrant. There are 
32 racks in total (8 racks per quadrant) 
with, in addition, power supply racks and 
the Correlator Data Processor and Corre-
lator Control computer racks. All racks 
and computers are installed in the correla-
SNQ�QNNL�NE�SGD������LDSQD�@KSHSTCD� QQ@X�
Operations Site (AOS) technical building 
�RDD�OGNSNFQ@OG�NM�O����

Technical challenges and performance

-NUDK�G@QCV@QD�NQ�jQLV@QD�CDUDKNO -
ments have been made to meet the ALMA 
A@RDKHMD�BNQQDK@SNQ�RODBHjB@SHNMR�3VN�
examples are given for illustration:  
SGD�CHFHS@K�jKSDQ�RTARXRSDL�BNMBDHUDC�AX�
the European team; and the correlator 
chip designed by NRAO. Several original 
aspects of the TFB design concern the 
ability to move sub-bands and implemen-
S@SHNM�NE�SGD�jQLV@QD�QDPTHQDC�SN�LDDS�
SGD�BG@KKDMFHMF�jKSDQ�RODBHjB@SHNMR��DF��
high stop band rejection, low baseband 
QHOOKD�@MC�KNV�ONVDQ�CHRRHO@SHNM�� KK�jKSDQ�
functions must be implemented without 
exhausting the resources available in high 
performance FPGAs purchased from 
industry. We have selected a large FPGA 
with recent 90-nanometre technology to 
HLOKDLDMS�SVN�����,'Y�RTA�A@MC�jKSDQR�
in one FPGA. A matrix of 4 x 4 FPGAs  
is required for frequency division of each 
baseband and these 16 devices are 
assembled on a multi-layer TFB board 
SNFDSGDQ�VHSG�NSGDQ�BNLONMDMSR��jMD�
interferometric delay tracking is imple-
mented in other small FPGAs). Several 
CHEjBTKSHDR�VDQD�LDS�@MC�RNKUDC�CTQHMF�

the industrial production phase of the 
TFB cards. These included questions as 
CHUDQRD�@R�SGD�-Hl T�jMHRGHMF�NE�SGD�
B@QCR�ENQ�KNMF�SDQL�OQNSDBSHNM�NQ�CDjMH -
SHNM�NE�SGD�NOSHLTL�SDLODQ@STQD�OQNjKD�
for reliable assembly of components  
free of lead (to meet the EC directive on 
Restriction Of Hazardous Substances). 
Special test equipment and test proce-
dures were developed to validate the  
CHFHS@K�jKSDQ�ETMBSHNM@KHSX�@MC�BGDBJ�SGD�
industrial production quality. This testing 
was required because of the complexity 
of the printed circuit board, the large 
number of ball grid array connections to 
each board for each large FPGA and the 
large number of TFB boards to be pro-
CTBDC������ENQ���A@RDA@MCR�ODQ�@MSDMM@�
x 64 antennas, see Figure 3). 

3GD� +, �BNQQDK@SNQ�BGHO�HR�@�RODBHjB��
highly integrated microcircuit providing  
an unsurpassed number of multipliers in 
a single custom-made chip. There are 
�����LTKSHOKHDQR��@KRN�M@LDC�fK@FRt��ODQ�
chip providing 2-bit x 2-bit multiplication, 

20 bits of integration and secondary  
storage for readout of the correlation 
BNDEjBHDMSR�3GD�������BGHOR�QDPTHQDC�ENQ�
full operation of the four quadrants have 
been industrially produced. Use of these 
chips in the correlator environment of  
the integration centre and of the ALMA 
high site has proved to be extremely reli-
able. The correlator chip resources can 
also be combined to provide 4-bit x 4-bit 
multi plication so that the quantisation  
DEjBHDMBX�HR�DMG@MBDC��SGTR�HLOQNUHMF�
ALMA�s interferometric sensitivity overall. 

The correlator system is a very large  
RODBHjB�BNLOTSHMF�L@BGHMD�6HSG������
multipliers per chip performing 2-bit  
BNQQDK@SHNM�@S�@�����,'Y�BKNBJ�Q@SD�@MC�
for 64 chips per correlator board, the 
number of operations performed per sec-
ond in the full system is 1.7 x 1016. The 
computing power in a single TFB board  
is already impressive. With several hun-
dreds of multi-bit (typically 8 to 16) adder 
and multiplier stages implemented in  
NMD�CHFHS@K�jKSDQ��@QNTMC��� 12 operations 
per second are performed in a board. 
The correlator output streams must reach 
@�QD@RNM@AKD�Q@SD�ENQ�jM@K�OQNBDRRHMF� 
and archiving. From the basic accumula-
tion mode of the ALMA correlator chip, 
the Long Term Accummulator (LTA in  
Figure 1) transfers 16, or integer multiples 
of 16, milliseconds of integrated data to 

Baudry A., The ALMA Correlator

Figure 2. Schematic layout of one quadrant of the 
correlator system. Station and correlator baseline 
printed circuit boards are distributed in bins and 
racks and the correlator outputs are passed to the 
long-term accumulation boards and the real-time 
correlator data processing computers.

Figure 3. A small series of boards required 
ENQ�CHFHS@K�jKSDQHMF�ADENQD�BNQQDK@SHNM�����
boards have been produced and function-
ally tested for the full four-quadrant sys-
tem. 
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SGD�fQD@K�SHLD�BNLOTSDQ�RXRSDLt�SN� 
OQNBDRR�SGD�BNQQDK@SHNM�BNDEjBHDMSR�ETQ -
ther. The maximum correlator output 
capacity reaches 1 GByte/s (in 16 data 
RSQD@LR��NQ�����,!XSD�R�ODQ�BNQQDK@SNQ�
quadrant (in four data streams). Lowering 
SGD�NTSOTS�Q@SD�HR�DPTHU@KDMS�SN�R@BQHjBHMF�
interferometric baselines. 

Because the ALMA baseline correlator is 
such a large machine, power dissipation 
HR�@�CHEjBTKS�S@RJ�@S�SGD�GHFG�@KSHSTCD� .2��
where the air density is roughly half that 
at sea level. There was an initial concern 
with the TFB boards because they im -
plement several functions (and thus dissi-
pate much power) and are plugged in 
racks where the air circulation is slowed 
CNVM�ENQ�OQ@BSHB@K�QD@RNMR�6HSG����6�
CHRRHO@SDC�ONVDQ�ODQ�3%!�AN@QC��SGD�jQRS�
engineering goal of 100 W was well met. 
3GD�K@SDRS�jQLV@QD�NOSHLHR@SHNM�@MC� 
SGD�CDUDKNLDMS�NE�@�MDVDQ�jKSDQ�CDRHFM�
have further reduced the dissipation 
below 60 W. This new performance low-
ers the temperatures inside the FPGAs, 
leading to a longer lifetime of these com-
ponents. Based on the power dissipation 
LD@RTQDC�@S�SGD�GHFG�RHSD�VHSG�SGD�jQRS�
quadrant, we anticipate a total power dis-
RHO@SHNM�NE�����J6�ENQ�SGD�ENTQ�PT@CQ@MS�
system including the real-time data proc-
essor and control computers.

First operational results and installation  
at AOS 

In parallel with the construction of the 
large 64-antenna correlator, two scaled-
down models of the large machine have 
been made. One for the ALMA Test  
Facility (ATF) consisting of two prototype 
antennas at the NRAO VLA site (Very 
Large Array, New Mexico) and one for the 
3000-metre high ALMA Operations Sup-
ONQS�%@BHKHSX��.2%��RHSD�3GD�jQRS�RB@KDC�
down model was moved to the ATF site  
in 2007 and used through to the end of 
2008. First successful end-to-end interfer-
ometric operation was demonstrated on 
the sky in January 2008 in the direction of 
the Orion Nebula (see Laing, 2008) where 
many spectral lines were observed at the 
expected frequencies. The second two-
antenna correlator was installed at the 
OSF in 2008. It is used to test the produc-
tion antennas and the associated equip-
ment before they are moved to the AOS. 

3GD�jQRS�PT@CQ@MS�NE�SGD����@MSDMM@�BNQ -
relator has been shipped to Chile, installed 
in the AOS technical building and was 
successfully commissioned in the summer 
of 2008 (Figure 4). The air circulation  
EQNL�SGD�kNNQ�TO�SN�SGD�SNO�NE�SGD�RS@SHNM�
racks and temperature throughout the 
bins and racks are remotely controlled. 
The 64-antenna correlator room is next to 
SGD�@MSDMM@�fO@SBG�O@MDKt�QNNL��VGHBG�
DM@AKDR�SGD�jAQD�NTSOTSR�NE�D@BG�@MSDMM@�
pad to be physically connected to the 
correlator inputs. The patch panel sup-
ports connections to about 200 antenna 
O@CR�ENQ�@KK�LNUD@AKD����
����@MSDMM@R�
and allows the ACA antenna data to  
be processed in the ALMA baseline cor-
QDK@SNQ�6GDM�@KK����@MSDMM@R�NE�SGD�L@HM�
array are combined in the 64-antenna 
correlator with 14 of the 16 ACA antennas 
we then reach the ultimate ALMA sensi-
tivity. For compact sources the sensitivity 
may be improved by about 8% with 
re spect to the main array alone and all 
calibration sessions are performed more 
quickly. The ACA 16-antenna correlator 
has also been installed on the high site. 
Processing the same data (up to 16 anten-
nas) in two different correlators is of  
great value for an advanced comparison 
of these two large machines, whose 

RODBHjB@SHNMR�@QD�RHLHK@Q��DWBDOS�SG@S�SGD�
ACA correlator processes 16 instead  
of 64 antennas). In the Japanese FX-type 
correlator, spectral averaging is per-
formed after the F-part and the correlation 
is directly performed in 4 bits, but these 
details should remain invisible to the 
astronomers; only the effective spectral 
resolution should differ slightly. 

Correlator modes for astronomical  
science 

The ALMA baseline correlator supports  
a broad variety of observing modes, 
VGHBG�L@X�AD�BK@RRHjDC�HMSN�SVN�L@HM�
categories, the Time and Frequency  
Division Modes (TDM and FDM). In the 
TDM operation mode there are 32 parallel 
correlator planes, each processing, at 
����,'Y��NMD�LHKKHRDBNMC�RHFM@K�SHLD�
slices from the digitised input baseband, 
and the correlator behaves as a pure  
XF system. In the FDM operation mode 
each of the 32 sub-bands in the 2 GHz 
input baseband is processed in one  
of the 32 correlator planes, or fewer sub-
bands are processed by all planes to 
enhance the spectral resolution. The TFB 
jKSDQ�AN@QCR�@QD�CDRHFMDC�SN�RTOONQS�ANSG�

Figure 4. Front panel image of two 
bins in a Station Electronics rack 
showing TFB cards, station cards and 
other system cards (see Correlator 
Station Electronics in Figure 1). The 
pairs of holes seen in front of each 
TFB card allows cool air from the  
correlator room to be blown into the 
rack. 
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TDM and FDM, the data being directly 
RDMS�SN�SGD�jM@K�QDPT@MSHR@SHNM�RS@FD� 
of each TFB board in the TDM operation 
mode. Examples of the spectral resolution 
achieved in FDM observing modes, for 
the case of only one baseband processed 
per quadrant, are given in Table 2 for  
different input bandwidths. Nyquist sam-
pling is the basic working model of the 
correlator, but double Nyquist sampling is 
also available to im  prove the correlation 
DEjBHDMBX�����ADSSDQ��@S�SGD�DWODMRD�  
of lower correlator resources and so lower 
spectral resolution. The maximum reso-
lution achievable, 3.8 kHz, enables 
extremely detailed spectral studies to be 
carried out. 

If two basebands are processed per 
quadrant, the resolutions shown in Table 2 
are twice as poor. There is another  
degradation by a factor of two with the  
additional polarisation cross-products 
required for a full Stokes parameter anal-
ysis. In order to improve the correlation 
DEjBHDMBX����AHS�BNQQDK@SHNM�HR�@KRN�RTO -
ported, but the frequency resolution  
is now four times poorer than that shown 
in Table 2. Double Nyquist sampling  
is also available with 4-bit correlation; it 
CNDR�MNS�HLOQNUD�SGD�@KQD@CX�GHFG�DEj -
ciency much, but decreasing the spectral 
resolution speeds up the data dump rate. 
About 70 different observing modes  
are available with only a few TDM modes. 
TDM is to be preferred for fast dump 
rates (16 ms minimum) and moderate  
QDRNKTSHNM������������NQ����J'Y��@BQNRR�
2 GHz.

The 64-antenna correlator has the ability 
to move spectral sub-bands within the 
input baseband and to split one correlator 
quadrant into independent sub-units  
so that several options are supported:  
(a) high resolution in a given spectral region 
EQNL���&'Y�SN�����,'Y��NQ������,'Y��
VHSG�����,'Y�RTA�A@MCR�STM@AKD�@MX-
where within 2 GHz; (b) multiple disjoint 
RODBSQ@K�QDFHNMR�jSSHMF�VHSGHM���&'Y�ATS�

with the same spectral resolution, sensi-
tivity and polarisation options; (c) multi-
spectral resolution over different band-
VHCSGR�SN�YNNL�NM�RODBHjB�RODBSQ@K�
features. All quadrants are independent 
and these different modes could also  
be implemented simultaneously with over-
lapping quadrants. 

Spectral line and continuum astrophysics

The ALMA baseline correlator, with its 
kDWHAKD�QDRNKTSHNM�@MC�@AHKHSX�SN�@M@KXRD�
multi-spectral windows, is extremely  
well adapted to any type of spectral work. 
Two parameters are of interest, the total 
bandwidth and the spectral resolution: 

Total bandwidth: Table 3 shows the typi-
cal total velocity coverage required for  
line analysis in a number of Galactic and 
extragalactic molecular sources, or  
in planets, and the corresponding total 
bandwidths at two widely separated fre-
quencies (around 90 GHz where mo -
lecular transitions from HCO+ or HCN are 
observed, and around 602 GHz where 
methanol is present). These frequencies 
fall in the ALMA receiver Bands 3 and 9, 

respectively. They have been arbitrarily 
selected to illustrate our discussion  
on required bandwidth. The total velocity 
coverage corresponds to the expected 
velocity extent at the base of the line  
OQNjKD�VHSG�RNLD�@CCHSHNM@K�RODBSQ@K�MNHRD�
channels on each side of the line fea-
ture(s) of interest to provide a reference 
intensity level. 

The maximum bandwidths that the base-
line correlator can process match rather 
well with the total bandwidths in Table 3. 
These maximum bandwidths are: 2 or  
��&'Y���������������������NQ������,'Y��
with one quadrant; 4 GHz with two quad-
rants; or 8 GHz with four quadrants.

Spectral resolution: The various resolu-
tions available with the baseline correlator 
are suited to a large variety of astro-
physical environments. Table 2 gives 
examples, but there are more selectable 
modes with the 4-bit correlation and 
polarisation cross-products options. We 
give a few examples. About 1 MHz  
resolution is convenient to provide many 
details in the CO J = 2�1 line of many 
nearby galaxies or in energetic galactic 
NTSkNVR�3GHR�B@M�AD�@BGHDUDC��ENQ�
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Table 3. Examples of total velocity coverage required 
for line observations of Galactic and extragalactic 
sources. 

Table 2. Bandwidth and resolution for 2-bit correla-
tion with one 2 GHz baseband processed per corre-
lator quadrant in frequency division operation mode 
(FDM). 

d� U@HK@AKD�VHSG�RODBHjB�CHFHS@K�VDHFGSR�CNVMKN@CDC�
HM�K@RS�RS@FD�NE�SGD�CHFHS@K�jKSDQ

Total Bandwidth

2 GHz

1

����,'Y

���

�� �

���

�� ��d

Resolution (Double Nyquist, kHz) 

488

244

122

61

���

���

3.8§

Resolution (Nyquist, kHz)

244

122

61

���

���

7.6

Source

Galactic Sources

$MDQFDSHB�.TSkNV�HM�8NTMF
Stellar Objects

Spectral Line Survey

Orion, Galactic Centre

Compact H II regions

Molecular Cloud Spectra

Dark Clouds

Extragalactic Sources

-D@QAX�&@K@WHDR�������,OB�

Highly Redshifted Sources

Planets

Pressure Broadened Lines

Typical Total Velocity Coverage

(km/s)

600

300

80�160

40

10�40

�

�����

1000�3000

Total Bandwidth

90 GHz, 602 GHz

180 MHz, 1.2 GHz

90 MHz, 600 MHz

24�48 MHz, 161�321 MHz

12 MHz, 80 MHz

3�12 MHz, 20�80 MHz

���,'Y�����,'Y

����&'Y�����&'Y

As large as possible

0.3�0.9 GHz, 2�6 GHz
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example, with 1 GHz total bandwidth in 
the Nyquist sampling TFD mode and  
with the high sensitivity 4-bit option; the 
resolution for the CO J = 2�1 line is  
then 1.3 km/s. At the higher frequencies 
of CO, one may either bin the spectral 
channels or use the coarser resolution of 
the TDM mode (7.8�31 MHz). On the 
other hand, there are a number of inter-
esting astrophysical cases where velocity 
QDRNKTSHNMR�@R�GHFG�@R����l����JL�R�
are required: study of protostellar discs, 
dark molecular clouds, wind velocities in 
planets or thermal line widths in comets. 
In ALMA Band 3 for instance, around  
6 kHz resolution is needed to reach 0.02 
km/s and the observing modes providing 
3.8 or 7.6 kHz are thus well suited. Analy-
sis of Zeeman splitting or cosmic maser 
lines also requires high resolutions. 

The ALMA baseband correlator will be 
BNMjFTQDC�ENQ�@�MTLADQ�NE�AQN@CA@MC�
continuum projects in Galactic or extraga-
lactic sources. The TDM mode is ideal  
for processing 2 GHz bandwidths with 
low spectral resolution in single, double or 
full polarisation observing modes. In all 
modes, combining independent quad-
rants broadens the total bandwidth if that 
were necessary. Moderately broad band-
VHCSG�VHKK�AD�RTEjBHDMS�HM�OQNIDBSR�RTBG� 
as the thermal dust temperature study of 
Galactic young stellar objects and polari-
sation imaging of dust in young objects  
or molecular clouds in order to investigate 
SGD�QNKD�NE�SGD�L@FMDSHB�jDKC�%#,�LNCDR�
VHSG���l��&'Y�A@MCVHSGR�L@X�NESDM� 
be appropriate depending on the selected 
receiver band. There is always the option 
to perform continuum and spectral line 
observations simultaneously with overlap-
ping quadrants. For example 2 GHz  
continuum with low spectral resolution in 
TDM mode can be combined with higher 
FDM frequency resolution mode in 2 GHz 
or lower bandwidth. 

An outstanding tool for molecular  
complexity

The ALMA correlator will offer new oppor-
tunities to help understand the complexity 
observed in the molecular Universe. 
Complexity refers to aspects as different 
@R�SGD�HCDMSHjB@SHNM�NQ�CHRBNUDQX�NE�MDV�
molecules in the interstellar medium or in 
circumstellar envelopes, the relationship 

to astrobiology and the roots of prebiotic 
chemistry in the interstellar gas, the  
range of different environments in our Gal-
axy and distant galaxies, etc. Extremely 
rich spectra and complex molecules, 
prebiotic or not, have been observed with 
several existing millimetre-wave tele-
scopes in a broad range of objects (very 
young stellar objects, pre-stellar cores, 
nearby or starburst galaxies, etc.). In the 
Orion Nebula or in the Galactic Centre, 
BQNVCDC�KHMD�RODBSQ@�@MC�fENQDRSRt�NE�KHMDR�
G@UD�ADDM�NARDQUDC��RN�SG@S�HCDMSHjB@� �
tion of the molecular carrier of a given line 
ADBNLDR�CHEjBTKS� M�DW@LOKD�NE�SGD�
crowded spectra obtained with the IRAM 
interferometer is given for Orion-KL,  
a massive star-forming region, around  
����&'Y��RDD�TOODQ�O@MDK�NE�%HFTQD����
adapted from Favre et al., 2008). An even 
more extreme case is that of Sgr B2(N) 
where Belloche et al. (2008) detected 
about 100 lines every 1 GHz around  
100 GHz. From 88 transitions free of any 
spectral contamination, and from line 
maps in a subset of these lines, Belloche 
DS�@K�G@UD�HCDMSHjDC�SGD�BNLOKDW�@LHMN�
acetonitrile molecule � a potential pre-
cursor of glycine. Crowded line spectra 
are expected in several ALMA submillimet-
ric bands and spectroscopic databases 
or new techniques to predict spectral 

confusion may become essential. Despite 
SGDRD�CHEjBTKSHDR�VD�ADKHDUD�SG@S�SGD�
ALMA correlator will greatly contribute to 
mo lecular astronomy in the mm/submm 
domains because of the following ad -
vantages: (a) in a broad bandwidth many 
lines are detectable at once and this 
allows the observer to identify the regions 
in crowded line spectra with less confu-
sion; (b) multi-spectral resolution and very 
high spectral resolution help to resolve 
line blends; (c) multi-spectral windows 
offer the ability to compare properties of 
various molecules in the same source;  
(d) resolution can be traded for sensitivity 
options or polarisation modes. Of course, 
in complex molecular sources, and with 
adequate sensitivity, interferometric maps 
showing different spatial distributions 
may also help in the spectral confusion 
OQNAKDL��RDD�KNVDQ�O@MDK�HM�%HFTQD���
showing good spatial separation of mod-
erately blended lines). 
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Figure 5. Upper panel: Cross-correlation spectrum 
of the Orion Nebula showing spectral features of 
complex molecules observed with the IRAM interfer-
ometer around 223 GHz. Lower panel: Spatial distri-
bution of the ethylene glycol and formamide mole-
cules obtained with the IRAM interferometer; the red 
circle corresponds to the spatial extent of the 
30-metre telescope beam. 
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Telescopes and Instrumentation

Future possibilities � near and longer 
term

3GD�jQRS�PT@CQ@MS�NE�SGD�A@RDKHMD�BNQ �
relator system installed in the AOS techni-
B@K�ATHKCHMF��RDD�O����RTOONQSR�TO�SN� 
16 antennas. It is available for interfero-
metric commissioning tasks and it  
meets the conditions for early science 
requiring 16 antennas and a basic set of 
RODBSQ@K�KHMD�LNCDR�3GD�jQRS�B@KK�ENQ�
ALMA proposals is ex  pected around 2011. 
One may anticipate that several FDM  
and TDM operational modes including 
double or full polarisation modes with dif-
ferent total bandwidths will be scheduled 
for early science. The second correlator 
quadrant will be installed in 2009 and  
the third and fourth quadrants, required 
to support up to 64 antennas, could be 
assembled by the end of 2010. 

.SGDQ�BNQQDK@SNQ�BNMjFTQ@SHNM�LNCDR�VHKK�
become available in the future. Sub-
arraying, namely the ability to process 
independent subsets of antennas oper-
ated in different modes, is an important 
ALMA feature. Initial implementation  
of two sub-arrays is a high priority. For 
instance, one group of antennas will map 
a source, while just one other antenna  
will perform single dish observations, or 

one sub-array will track a source while the 
second one will perform antenna commi-
sioning tasks. Each correlator quadrant 
may support more than two sub-arrays. 

The summed output signals from two or 
more antennas in the array will also  
be available in the correlator to form a big 
single antenna which can be combined 
with other antennas located on other 
continents to provide extremely high spa-
tial resolution. This observing mode, 
named Very Long Baseline Interferometry 
(VLBI), will require some additional equip-
ment at the AOS, but will certainly be 
used in the future. Pulsar observations 
may be supported as well, provided that 
pulsar period models can be implemented 
and that the ALMA receiver bands are of 
interest in pulsar astrophysics. 

Finally, thanks to the ACA patch panel and 
the 16-antenna correlator being installed 
next to the 64-antenna baseline correlator, 
the following can be achieved: (a) the over-
all ALMA sensitivity can be enhanced  
by combining all data from a maximum of 
64 antennas; (b) calibration of the twelve 
RL@KKDQ���LDSQD�@MSDMM@R�B@M�AD�DEjBHDMSKX�
accomplished when they are cross-corre-
lated with all other 12-metre antennas;  
(c) comparison and cross-calibration of 

the ACA and baseline correlator perform-
ance becomes easier. ALMA science will 
ADMDjS�EQNL�SGDRD�ETSTQD�ONRRHAHKHSHDR�
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The ALMA Optical Fibre Network Patch 
Panel, shown left, was successfully 
installed in the AOS technical building 
@S������L�@KSHSTCD�NM�SGD�"G@IM@MSNQ�
Plateau in December 2008. The Patch 
Panel, an ESO deliverable to ALMA, is 
used to send the Central Local Oscilla-
tor signal to all the ALMA antennas on 
Chajnantor, to receive the astronomical 
signals and redirect them to the Ampli-
jDQ�@MC�#DLTKSHOKDWDQ��ADENQD�SGD�QD@K�
correlation takes place in the ALMA 
Correlator.


